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Product can
be recycled
AntiBug®
treatment
available
Personalisation
service available

Magnetic WordGames
allow users to interact
with your message.

Make the message
memorable- a fun frame
for a treasured image is
likely to be retained.

Counter
PictureFrame
Mats

We benefit from many years experience in the industry and
are happy to work with you to configure a magnetic product
that complements your campaign.

Click to download
Product Data Sheet

Choose from a
vast range of top
quality UK-made
fridge magnets.

WordGames
Coasters

Magnetic products are a fast and effective way for brand
names to permeate into customer homes at low cost. We offer
a choice of standard sizes and shapes that are perfect for
mailings but we also easily reproduce bespoke designs on a
number of our vast magnetic goods range.

Symbol
Key

FridgeMats
Magnets

Magnetics

Standard lead time

A pint-sized practical
product with ethical
credentials- perfect
for mailing promotions.

Minimum product
order quantity

Dry wipe magnetic
MemoBoards and tough
acrylic magnets.

MemoBoard
AntiBug
&®Acrylic

Delivery

Low cost and light weight
with lead times from just
five days. Reinforce your
brand message with an
infinitely reusable, highly
affordable, product.

BookMarks
Wristrests
& Memo

Made from
recycled materials

In a hurry?
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The attraction of
magnetic goods
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Why Business
Express Range
Gift List?

Our fridge magnets are manufactured in our own UK production
facility meaning lead times throughout our range are among
the fastest possible.

MatMagNote
& Coaster
™Sets

48 hour express
dispatch from
approval

Fridge Magnets

Fridge Magnets

Make your
message stick

Group A

Fridge magnets make your message stick; a magnet positioned on
a fridge could provide up to 20 exposures per day, and the more
inspired the design, the longer it’s likely to stay there.

Group C

Fridge Magnets

Group B
Rectangle 65x45mm

Telephone 57x50mm

Arch 45x65mm

Square 60x60mm

Circle 60x60mm

Computer 60x60mm

Speech Bubble 68x42mm

House 49x60mm

T-Shirt 53x62mm

Fish 60x60mm

Tuck 85x46mm

Teddy Bear 60x65mm

Mobile 36x85mm

HGV 95x33mm

Hexagon 62x54mm

Wheelie Bin 52x79mm

Square 65x65mm

Circle 65x65mm

Car 55x64mm

Oval 70x50mm

Bus 46x75mm

Hand 63x70mm

Diamond 66x66mm

Fruit 67x67mm

Group D

Group E

Square 45x45mm

Circle 45x45mm

Heart 45x45mm

Rectangle 110x42mm

House 85x56mm

Rainbow 90x53mm

Circle 90x90mm

Square 90x90mm

Rectangle 110x75mm

Jar 34x49mm

Teardrop 41x51mm

Triangle 50x44mm

Rectangle 85x59mm

Balloon 64x78mm

Bone 94x56mm

Rectangle 120x90mm

Rectangle 148x105mm

Arch 61x41mm

Flower 50x50mm

Oval 60x45mm

Van 115x54mm

Square 80x80mm

Circle 80x80mm

MemoMagnet 73x73mm

MemoMagnet 85x54mm

Hand 45x60mm

Light Bulb 45x60mm

Van 74x37mm

Star 87x82mm

Cloud 100x76mm

Egg 83x98mm

Rectangle 148x105mm

Rectangle 210x147mm

Ever considered a magnetic takeaway menu, business card or bus
timetable? If it’s “need to know” information, then it needs to go on
our cost effective magnets.
We have listed some of our standard templates here. Just add your
design! If you are looking to produce a truly bespoke promotion, we
can produce a fridge magnet template to suit your specification.
Low cost and highly effective, we can produce literally millions of
magnets per shift, dispatched as quickly as five days from proof
approval as standard. Thanks to our UK manufacturing facilities we
can bring this respectable lead time down to just two days on many
of our magnetic goods.
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WordGames

WordGames

Magnetic PictureFrame

Our popular WordGames allow you to
literally spell out your message of choice
to customers. As is standard amongst
our magnetic goods, choose whether to
create your own template or select from
a collection of existing styles chosen
specifically for mailing.

Magnetic PictureFrame is a pliable and cost
effective product for your pictures. As the
design is printed onto magnetic material
before it is cut, you are encouraged to be
inventive with your desired frame shape.

Magnetic WordGames 14146

Magnetic PhotoFrame 14145PIC

PictureFrame

WordGame
112x150mm

WordGame
147x96mm

WordGame
147x192mm

PictureFrame
92x75mm

PictureFrame
148x140mm

WordGame
148.25x210

WordGame
294x192mm

WordGame
297x210mm

PictureFrame
148x140mm

PictureFrame
150x130mm
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PictureFrame
190x150mm
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MagNote™

Magnetic BookMark

Increase the retention rate of your magnetic
product by giving it a handy function. We
can print on the MagNote’s compact paper
pad as well as the top magnet; maximizing
the number of exposures. Order MagNote™
and boast ethical credentials; the 25 sheets
of paper supplied are 100% recycled as
standard.

The Magnetic BookMark is a superb accompaniment to any print
literature. Made from laminated card, this low cost product is a
particularly suitable giveaway for schools, colleges, universities or any
business institution distributing a volume of documents.

MagNote™ 14148

MagNote

Magnetic BookMark 14142

House MagNote™
Tool ref: 3091MN

Rectangle A MagNote™
Tool ref: 3045MN

Rectangle A MagNote™
Tool ref: 3045MN

Memo Magnet
This high quality ultra-lightweight magnetic
paperclip is capable of holding a large sheet
of paper against all ferrous metal surfaces.
Like everything in our magnetic range, the
MemoMagnet is produced by experts in a
UK facility, giving domestic quality and short
lead times as standard.

Rectangle B MagNote™
Tool ref: 3842MN

Rectangle C MagNote™
Tool ref: 3842MN

Square MagNote™
Tool ref: 3595MN
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Memo Magnet 14144

Telephone MagNote™
Tool ref: 3188MN
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BookMarks & Memo

Arch MagNote™
Tool ref: 2636MN

Magnetic MemoBoard
This constructive, appreciated gift is available
in five sizes up to a very bold, very visual
A4, but can also be cut to a specification of
choice. Magnetic MemoBoard is one giant
magnet, making it a pleasurably high-quality
product that’s likely to be retained. As an
added bonus a dry wipe marker with rubber
is included with each board at no extra cost,
and the supple nature of the material makes
it ideal for mailing.

Magnetic MemoBoard 14141MAG

The Attraction of
Magnetic Goods
The promotional product industry continues to
evolve, but year on year demand for magnetic
goods is sustained. So what makes such a
simple product collection so successful?

From simple eye-catching designs to creative
mini-magnetic menus and business cards;
so much can be done with a simple fridge
magnet. The only limiting factor is creativity.

Traditional fridge magnets allow a creative
freedom few other promotional products can
accommodate. They exist to inform, but also
to decorate! A well designed product will stay
on a fridge for years, and this highly effective
low cost product offers a greater number of
exposures per penny spent than almost any
other promotional medium.

Looking for more than a novelty fridge
magnet? Many of our magnetic goods are
functional too, ensuring you benefit from even
more meaningful exposures on interactive
products.
What better use of advertising revenue?

MemoBoard & Acrylic

Acrylic Fridge Magnets
Enhance a standard fridge magnet design
with tactile acrylic. These benefit from the
same high quality UK manufacturing and
rapid UK lead times as our best selling
products but offer an indestructable finish.

Fridge Magnets - Acrylic 18004

Why Business
Gift List?
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Why buy from
Business Gift List?
Magnetic goods are one of our most established ranges,
manufactured in our UK facility since the very earliest days of our
business.
Aside from UK quality, customers ordering from us will benefit
from domestic lead times of just five to ten days. Not fast
enough? Any product marked with a ‘48h’ symbol can be
dispatched in as little as two days.

Why Business
Gift List?

We also offer an impressive range of standard templates, but for
an extra tool cost we are able to produce a magnet in almost any
shape required. What better way to unlock the full potential of
magnetic promotional goods?

On selected products manufactured
by us in the UK we can offer a 48
hour dispatch service from final
proof approval.
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